EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION

Join NFRC and the fenestration community in Charlotte, NC for the 2019 Fall Membership Meeting. The schedule and details will be available soon.

Save $100 when you register before August 22.

For more information and to register for the meeting

To make your hotel reservation

The NFRC is hosting the kickoff event of our educational track that will focus on green and sustainable building and the components that play into that including consumer behavior, code compliance, and practical use of the NFRC label.

There is an additional registration fee for this optional event.

Click here for more details

NFRC is in the middle of a pilot year of testing an electronic balloting system called SpecBuilder. The tool is a product of ASTM and is, in fact, used by their own organization. Many of you may already be familiar with it. Staff has planned training and demos over the coming weeks. A bulletin will be coming later this week with details.
Attention ENERGY STAR® Partners

Staff has notified the EPA of all ENERGY STAR® Partners that have not yet returned a license agreement. Partners without a current license agreement should expect notification from the EPA stating participation in an approved certification program is a requirement of the ENERGY STAR program. FenStar is the approved certification program for Windows, Doors, and Skylights. Anyone not wishing to continue with the ENERGY STAR program should contact NFRC at fcp@nfrc.org.

All current Licensees have been given access to a SharePoint site for uploading certification documentation. If you have not yet begun to provide that information to us, please do so as soon as possible. Per program requirements, approved certification documentation is required to ensure continued participation in the FenStar and ENERGY STAR programs. If you have any questions, please send an email to FCP@nfrc.org.

Verification Testing:

We have created over 130 studies of the 150+ that we are required to complete this year. Thank you to everyone that has sent the verification test sample information to ivp@nfrc.org. Non-responsive participants have been reported to the EPA. Please be on the lookout for a notification from them regarding participation in a verification testing program.

Verification Testing Milestones:

9/30/19 – All Thermal testing is completed for FVT units
12/1/19 – All Component Evaluations are received and processed by FenStar Staff

Please communicate any delays, issues, or questions to staff as soon as possible. Full and open communication is imperative for the success of this program.

Staff would like to thank all licensees that have already sent their verification test units and all licensees that have provided the product certification information. Your cooperation in the program is greatly appreciated.

Important CPD Changes

Beginning on July 8, 2019, users will notice that NFRC has updated the Manufacturer Details page of the Certified Products Directory.

The layout was adjusted for improved readability and altered to better present the information on the page. The page otherwise functions the same as before.

Please contact Airienne Jeffery (240) 821-9518 if you have any questions.
Over the past several months the NFRC Applications Development Team has been hard at work spotting trends in its commercial workspace. Particularly in the relationship between the Component Modeling Approach Software Tool (CMAST), users, and the Microsoft Windows 10 operating system. Some users of CMAST have experienced instability after switching to a Microsoft Windows 10 environment.

When CMAST users decide to upgrade their systems, it's essential to consider that CMAST was designed to be used on the Microsoft XP and Vista operating systems. Users who install CMAST on later versions of Microsoft Windows may experience inconsistent behavior.

If you have any questions about CMAST, please contact support@nfrc.org

---

**Conferences / Meetings**

**July 2019**
- [AIA Florida Chapter Event](#), Grande Lakes, FL -- July 25 - 28, 2019

**September 2019**
- [GlassBuild America](#), Atlanta, GA -- September 17 - 19, 2019. Booth #321
- [NFRC 2019 Fall Membership Meeting](#), Charlotte, NC -- September 23 - 25

**November 2019**
- [NFMT Orlando](#), Orlando, FL -- November 13 - 14, 2019. Booth #920
- [Greenbuild International Conference and Expo](#), Atlanta, GA November 19 - 22, 2019. Booth #2940

---

**National Fenestration Rating Council**

*NFRC envisions a future where every window, door, and skylight purchase decision is made using the NFRC label to evaluate energy performance.*